
 

 

Weak or Strong 
Choreographer : JOJO Team (Joke Mozes & John Warnars) 

Translation : Stafke Peeters 

Wall : 2 Wall 

Level : Intermediate 

Count : 48 

Intro : 16 counts, start on vocals 

Info : Restarts in 2nd and 4th wall, after count "8-&" of 5th block 

Music : “Neon Moon” by Brooks & Dunn 

 
Side & Drag, Behind, Side, Cross Rock, Recover, Across, Side, Sailor Step, Behind; 
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1-2 RFstep right aside and LF tow at, step crossed behind LF 
&-3 RF step to the right, LF rock crossed over RF 

&-4 
&-5 
6-& 
7-8 
&-1 

RF weight back, LF step to the left 
RF step crossed over LF, big step to the left side 

RF step crossed behind LF, LF step a little to the left 
RF step a little to the right, step crossed behind RF 
RF ¼ turn clockwise [3], step forward, LF ½ turn clockwise [9], step to the rear and RV sweep to the rear 

 

Behind, Side, Across, Across, ¼ L Back, Back, Behind, Side, Across, Rev. Sailor Step; 
2-& 
3-4 
&-5 
6-& 
7-8 
&-1 

RF step crossed behind LF, LF step slightly to left 
RF step crossed over LF and left sweep to front, LF crossed over RF 
RF ¼ turn left [6], step backwards, LF step to the rear and RV sweep to the rear 
RF step crossed behind LF, LF step slightly to left 
RF step crossed over LF and LV sweep to front, step left crossed over right 
RF step slightly to the right, step left side and RH drag by 

 

Behind, Side, Cross Rock, Recover, Side, Across, Side, Sailor Step, ½ R Coaster Cross; 
2-& RF step crossed behind LF, LF step left sideways 
3-& RF rock crossed over LF, LF weight back 

4-& 
5-6 
&-7-8 
&-1 

RF step right side, LF step crossed over RF 
RF step to the right, LF step cross behind RV 
LF step slightly to left side, RF step crossed over LF, RV ¼ turn clockwise [9], step to the rear, 
LF step/lock next to RF, RF ¼ turn clockwise [12], step cross over LF 

 
¼ R Lock Step bkw, ¼ R Side Rock, Recover, ¼ R Lock Step bkw, ¼ R Side Rock, Recover; 
2-&-3 LF ¼ turn clockwise [3], step backwards, step crossed for LF, LV step back  
4-&-5 RF ¼ turn clockwise, [6], rock right side up, LF weight back, RF step crossed over LF 
6-&-7 LF step back, RF step next to LF, LF step forward, 
8-&-1 RF step forward, LF+RF make a ½ turn to the left [6], RF step to the right 

*** Restarts in the 2nd and 4th wall *** 
 

Cross Rock Back, Recover, Side, ¼ L Coaster Step, Step fwd, ½ Pivot R, Side, Cross Rock Back, Recover; 
2-&-3 LF rock crossed behind RF, RF weight back, LF step to the left, 
4-&-5 RF ¼ turn clockwise [9], step backwards, LF step next to RV, RF step forward 
6-&-7 LF step forward, RF+LF make a ½ turn clockwise [3], LF ¼ turn clockwise [6], step to the left 
8-& RF rock crossed behind LF, & LF weight back 

 

Repeat 
 

Restarts in 2nd and 4th wall, after count "8-&" of 5th block! 
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